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Synchrotron X-ray diffraction was used to study the phase transformation processes during the
magnetostructural transition in a B2-ordered FeRh (001)-oriented epilayer grown on MgO by
sputtering. Out-of-plane lattice constant measurements within the hysteretic regime of the
transition reveal a microstructure consistent with the coexistence of lattice-expanded and
contracted phases in spatially distinct regions. It was found that the phase separation is more
pronounced during cooling than heating. Furthermore, whilst lattice-expanded domains that span
the height of the film can be undercooled by several kelvins, there is no equivalent superheating.
This asymmetry between the cooling and heating processes in FeRh is consistent with the
difference in the kinetics of generic freezing and melting transitions. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4883369]
Equiatomic B2-ordered FeRh displays an unusual mag-
netostructural transition from an antiferromagnetic (AF) to a
ferromagnetic (FM) state when heated through a critical tem-
perature of 380 K.1 In bulk samples, the transition is
accompanied by a isotropic 1% volume expansion,2,3 a drop
in resistivity by typically a factor of two,1 and a large en-
tropy release.4 The transition also occurs in both epitaxial
and polycrystalline FeRh thin films,5–11 which are of interest
for potential applications in heat-assisted magnetic recording
media12 or resistive memory cells.13 Further research on
FeRh thin films is now focussed on tuning the transition
towards specific applications such as by growing epitaxially
on a variety of substrates and in heterostructures.8,14–19
There are various competing explanations for the under-
lying cause of these changes to the crystallographic, elec-
tronic, and magnetic structure of this material. Ultrafast
measurements show that the magnetism can be switched
from AF to FM within picoseconds with a rapid heat pulse
from a laser,20 much more quickly than the structure
responds,21,22 ruling out that the change in lattice constant
alone causes the change in the magnetic properties. First
principles calculations show that there is also an underlying
phase transition in the electronic structure,23–27 a thesis for
which there is growing experimental evidence.11,28–30
The magnetostructural phase transition is well-known to
be of first order in this material, and as a result shows hyster-
esis and phase coexistence. The coexistence of the two
phases has been inferred from transport measurements,10
previous X-ray diffraction experiments,22,31,32 X-ray mag-
netic circular dichroism spectroscopy,33 and directly imaged
using photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM).17,19,34–36
Here, we show that there is an asymmetry in the nature of
the phase transition in FeRh between warming and cooling,
determined by high-resolution synchrotron X-ray diffraction
that revealed the changes in out-of-plane lattice constant of
our epilayers. There is greater separation of the coexisting
phases (i.e., distinct spatial regions with a well-defined
expanded or contracted lattice constant, corresponding to
FM or AF order, respectively) on cooling into the contracted
(AF) state than on heating into the expanded (FM) state.
This scenario is reminiscent of the freezing and melting at a
solid () liquid phase transition.
The nominally equiatomic sample that we studied was
prepared by conventional dc magnetron sputter co-
deposition on polished (001) periclase (MgO) using the
method described in detail in Ref. 37, although in this case
the sample was uncapped. The layer thickness of 55 nm was
confirmed by low angle X-ray reflectometry performed on a
laboratory-based diffractometer. The same instrument was
used to measure the h-2h diffraction pattern along the film
normal, with the data shown in Fig. 1. The film can be seen
to have grown epitaxially on the single crystal substrate. The
presence of a (001) reflection, a forbidden reflection for the
bcc structure of disordered FeRh, indicates the presence of
B2 ordering. Following the procedure described by
Warren,38 we determine the chemical order parameter to be
S¼ 0.83 for this sample. This quantity S is a measure of the
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density of anti-site defects, where pairs of Fe and Rh atoms
are interchanged from their proper sublattices in the
material.
Superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)
magnetometry measurements, performed at a field of 5 T, are
presented in Fig. 2, which confirmed the presence of an
AF () FM phase transition in the FeRh epilayers. The
application of this in-plane field suppressed the transition to
a temperature that is within the range that our magnetometer
can access. The transition is suppressed by 8 K/T,8 imply-
ing that the zero field transition temperature is 40 K higher
than that seen in this figure. The magnetization changed
between values of about 980 emu/cm3 in the FM state and
10 emu/cm3 in the AF state. We attribute the small remanant
magnetization in the nominally AF state to retained surface
ferromagnetism, as previously seen both by us14,15 and
Baldasseroni et al.17,34 The resistivity of the sample also
changes by a factor of roughly two as the sample undergoes
its magnetostructural transition, as is usual.11
High-resolution X-ray diffraction experiments were car-
ried out at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) on
beamline X22C. An X-ray photon energy of 10.0097 keV
(corresponding to a wavelength k ¼ 1:238 A˚) was used. The
diffractometer was equipped with a vacuum oven consisting
of a vacuum enclosure, large area boron-nitride heater, and a
beryllium dome, which permitted measurement of all rele-
vant Bragg reflections. The oven is equipped with a water
jacket for stable temperature control. The measurements con-
sisted of repeated scans through the (004) Bragg reflection of
the FeRh epilayer as the temperature was varied to sweep the
epilayer back and forth through its magnetostructural transi-
tion. The heating and cooling rates were of the order of
2K/h, low enough that the experiment was effectively quasi-
static. Thus, whilst we were not able to study the ultrafast
dynamics of non-equilibrium phase coexistence, as is possi-
ble using femtosecond laser heating,22,33 we were able to
investigate both the heating and cooling processes of the epi-
layer and compare them.
Data acquired during cooling into the AF, lattice-
contracted phase are shown in Fig. 3. The data are presented
having converted the scattering angle h into the out-of-plane
lattice constant c, which is given by c ¼ kl=ð2 sin hÞ for a
reflection with Miller indices ð00lÞ. The lattice constant
shrinks from a value of 3.017 A˚ to 2.997 A˚ as the sample
passes through the transition. We can associate material with
the larger lattice constant as being FM and material with the
smaller lattice constant as being in the AF phase. It is to be
expected that the lattice expansion is only significant in this
out-of-plane direction, with the FeRh lattice constant
clamped to that of the substrate in the film plane.31
Two distinct Bragg peaks can be seen in the middle of
the transition (thick black curve), implying a pronounced
phase separation at this temperature: the state of the sample is
highly inhomogeneous, being broken up into well-defined
coexisting domains where the out-of-plane lattice constant has
either become largely contracted or remains largely expanded.
The transition process consists of the growth of the lattice-
contracted domains at the expense of the lattice-expanded
ones, presumably by domain wall motion. Snapshots of such a
process have been observed by PEEM of the magnetism in
FeRh layers.34–36 The peak widths arise from a mix of
Scherrer-type broadening and the finite angular resolution of
the instrument. The former indicates the vertical spatial extent
FIG. 1. Laboratory X-ray h-2h diffraction spectrum of a 55 nm thick FeRh
layer grown on (001) MgO. The presence of the (001) reflection, usually
forbidden, demonstrates the presence of B2 ordering, with a chemical order
parameter S¼ 0.83.
FIG. 2. Magnetization measurements as a function of temperature, measured
under the application of a 5 T in-plane field.
FIG. 3. Variation in out-of-plane lattice constant c on cooling from 403K to
343K, determined from the motion of the (004) reflection of a 55 nm thick
FeRh layer grown on (001) MgO. The curve marked in black (373K) is
deemed to be the mid-point of the magnetostructural transition during
cooling.
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n of the diffracting region, given by n ¼ Kk=Dh cos h, where
K  1:19 for the thin film geometry.39 The latter was deter-
mined to be 0:17 and can be deconvoluted from the meas-
ured peak width by subtraction in quadrature to yield the
appropriate value of cos h for use in the Scherrer formula.
Even in the middle of the transition, the deconvoluted widths
imply that n 50 nm, roughly equal to the film thickness.
This shows that these domains extend throughout the height
of the film and are thus side-by-side regions of which the
PEEM experiments provide a plan view. Since the scattering
vector here is out of the layer plane, we have no information
here about the lateral size of these regions from these meas-
urements. (The various PEEM studies all show that they are
typically 1lm across.)
In Fig. 4, we show an equivalent data set acquired dur-
ing heating, where the lattice constant returns to its original
position at the highest temperatures measured. We can see
from these data that the transition on heating is much more
homogeneous, with the separate phases more poorly defined:
for instance, at the mid-point of the transition (thick black
curve) the depression between the two peaks is far weaker. It
is clear that the return to the FM phase on heating is not by a
reversal of the same mechanism as the cooling transition to
the AF phase, rigidly displaced to a higher temperature, but
follows a different microscopic pathway of nucleation and
growth that has a greatly reduced degree of separate phase
coexistence. The quasi-expanded/contracted regions have
more similar lattice constants at the heating transition mid-
point than at the cooling transition mid-point, suggesting that
these regions are better coupled in such as way as to strain
each other more closely to the average lattice constant of the
whole film.
Each curve in Figs. 3 and 4 has been fitted by a pair of
Gaussian functions. This procedure allowed us to determine
the peak centroid (c), intensity (I), and peak half-width (Dc)
as a function of temperature for each of the two phases as the
heating and cooling transitions take place. The results of
doing so are shown in Fig. 5, with a clear hysteresis in the
transition in each parameter. Low intensity peaks, defined as
having an intensity smaller than the full value deep within
the relevant phase by at least one order of magnitude, were
neglected. The peak half-widths are shown after deconvolu-
tion of the instrumental broadening, and so are slightly
smaller than in the raw data shown in Figs. 3 and 4. We
define the mid-point of each transition as the temperature at
which the intensities of the peaks representing the two
phases are equal. These temperatures are marked in Fig. 5
with vertical dotted lines, and the data sets measured closest
to these temperatures are marked with black lines in Figs. 3
and 4. There is a small discrepancy between the transition
temperatures observed here and those that can be inferred
from the SQUID data in Fig. 2 with aþ 40K offset to
account for the 5 T field. This is due either to this assumed
offset value being inexact, with the assumed correction slope
not being exactly 8K/T for this sample, or to a small miscali-
bration of the thermometer in the X-ray oven. This discrep-
ancy does not affect the analyses and conclusions of this
paper.
It is then interesting to compare the different states of
the sample at these equivalent points on the heating and
cooling branches. The double-headed arrows in Fig. 5(a)
indicate the differences in lattice constant for the two phases
determined from the Bragg peak angles at these mid-points.
FIG. 4. Variation in out-of-plane lattice constant c on heating from 365K to
399K, determined from the motion of the (004) reflection of a 55 nm thick
FeRh layer grown on (001) MgO. The curve marked in black (387K) is
deemed to be the mid-point of the magnetostructural transition during
heating.
FIG. 5. Results of fitting the data in Figs. 3 and 4. The plots show (a) the lat-
tice constant c, (b) the peak intensity I, and (c) the deconvoluted peak half-
width Dc (with the Scherrer coherence length n on the right-hand ordinate
axis) for the AF and FM phases for the 55 nm thick FeRh layer grown on
(001) MgO. The midpoints of the transitions on heating and cooling are
identified as the points where the peak intensities for the two phases are
equal, marked with vertical dotted lines. The vertical double-headed arrows
in panel (a) show the difference in lattice constant c at that point.
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The lattice constants of the two phases differ by 0.0130 A˚ on
cooling but only 0.0104 A˚ on heating. (The uncertainty in
these values is 0:0004 A˚.) This marked difference reinfor-
ces the conclusion that there is a greater degree of phase sep-
aration—that is, well-defined regions of the sample with
different lattice constants—during the cooling process from
the FM state. Evidently, these regions are able to relax to
close to their equilibrium lattice constants during cooling,
presumably with steep strain gradients at the phase bounda-
ries. Meanwhile, at the mid-point of the transition during
heating, the lattice constant is more homogeneous through-
out the material, as might be expected for more intimately
mixed phases that strain each other. The Bragg peaks are
also less intense at the heating mid-point than at the cooling
midpoint (see Fig. 5(b)).
The peak half-widths (Figure 5(c)) are small at the mid-
points, corresponding to values of n that are comparable to
the film thickness, indicating that the regions of the different
phases span the height of the film in this region. In most
cases, they remain so for a few kelvins on either side of each
of the mid-points. When T is more than 5 K from the mid-
point, whilst the equilibrium phase still spans the whole film,
the metastable phase regions yield broader peaks, and so are
of restricted height n, probably in regions close to the film
surfaces. The exception to this general behavior is for the AF
phase during heating, where the peak broadens immediately
after the transition midpoint, indicating an abrupt collapse in
the vertical extent n of the AF regions as soon as the mid-
point is passed.
A canonical example of a first-order phase transition is
the melting and freezing processes at a solid () liquid
transition. Like all first-order phase transitions, equilibrium
occurs at a temperature T ¼ Tc when the Gibbs free energy
G ¼ U  TS of a low internal energy U, low entropy S phase
(in that case, the solid) is equal to that of a high U, high S
phase (the liquid).40 (In this discussion, we neglect the mag-
netic term in G since we are considering the situation in our
FeRh layers at zero magnetic field, and also, for simplicity,
neglected the change in sample volume V caused by the
lattice expansion.) In a first-order phase transition, the trans-
formation from the high-G phase to the low-G phase when T
varies from Tc is inhibited by kinetic barriers that are over-
come after superheating and supercooling, giving rise to a
thermal hysteresis. Superheating at a solid ) liquid transi-
tion is rare, since nuclei of liquid material are generally al-
ready present at the surface of solids as the melting point is
approached, meaning that there is little coexistence of sepa-
rate phases during the transition proper: one phase abruptly
transforms into the other as these nuclei grow rapidly.41 On
the other hand, when a liquid) solid transition occurs, there
is usually considerable undercooling, since nuclei of the
solid phase within the supercooled liquid must exceed a criti-
cal size before they are kinetically stable. This scenario leads
to spatially separated regions of the two different phases that
coexist within the system.
The different warming and cooling processes we have
observed in the FeRh epilayer studied here mirror this proto-
typical description of the freezing and melting processes in
many ways. Both the degree of phase separation in the film
and of undercooling or superheating differ during the cooling
and heating processes. We have already described how there
is a much more clearly defined separation of coexisting
phases on the cooling than on the heating branch. It has also
already been shown that the magnetostructural phase trans-
formation of an FeRh epilayer proceeds from the surface
into the film,22,31 in analogy with many melting processes.
Moreover, our measurements here demonstrate that the heat-
ing process lacks superheating. Whilst the FM regions with a
height n that spans the film thickness persist in an undercooled
state for 6 K below the cooling mid-point, the AF regions
abruptly collapse to reduced-n (probably near-surface) regions
right at the mid-point: these full-height AF regions cannot be
superheated past that temperature. On the other hand, full-
height FM domains can be undercooled below the mid-point
by almost 10K.
To summarise, we have demonstrated that the kinetics
of the magnetostructural phase transition in an FeRh epilayer
differ in the heating and cooling branches, in a manner con-
sistent with the features of canonical melting/freezing first
order phase transition. Nevertheless, these results naturally
raise the question of what the nature of the analogous phases
must be such that melting/freezing-like kinetics can be
observed. In Ref. 11, we suggested that in the AF phase a
Mott-like transition has occurred for Fe 3 d electrons that are
itinerant in the FM phase, in the presence of other itinerant
electron bands that remain unaffected by the transition. We
would like to note that the analogy between the kinetics of
the AF-FM transition and conventional freezing-melting
transitions observed here consistent with this picture if con-
sidered in terms of localization (freezing) and delocalization
(melting) of that group of Fe 3d (carrier) electrons. We hope
our results stimulate further theoretical and experimental
studies of the nature of the phase transition in this fascinating
material.
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